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What is a protein domain?

An independently folded polypeptide unit, which may or may not 
have a characterized biological function, and is capable of existing 
outside of the protein. 



Why is protein domain analysis useful?

To learn a protein domain from a sequence.



How do you determine protein domains?

Hidden Markov modelsMultiple sequence alignment 



How does MUSCLE work?

MUSCLE is the multiple 
sequence alignment algorithm 
used in our paper.

Progressive alignments   
Iterative



What is a Markov Model?

Modeling of dependencies in 
sequential data.

What is the probability of 
sequence (CGGT)?



What is a hidden Markov model (HMM)?

Hidden Markov models that 
also have a “black box”  
component, i.e. the current 
state is unknown. 

“HMM for an Occasionally Dishonest Casino”



What is I1, M1, and D1?

Although all sequences represent the same domain, the 
sequences can be different.



What is a profile HMM?

Idea:  Create a single profile based off a MSA.



What websites can be used to determine protein 
domains?



200+ million protein domains



How do domain databases work?

Ensemble

Uniprot

STRING

In-house 

Interactions

Structure

Function

Homology

Data

Collection of 
profile HMMs

pFam/SMART/etc.
Domain prediction



Biological background knowledge  

Transposable elements

Membrane vesicle trafficking 



What is a transposon?

Genetic elements capable of changing position inside of the 
genome. Transposons have been referred to as “jumping genes”.



What is a retrotransposon?



How are retrotransposons structured?

Gag : group antigens : RNA genome 
binding proteins, nucleoprotein core 
particle 

Pol : reverse transcriptase

Env : envelope protein



What is our current perception of 
extracellular vesicles (EVs)? 

Phospholipid 
bilayer particles 
which exit the 
cell carrying 
proteins and 
nucleic acids. 
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Fig 1A: What was the maximum likelihood phylogeny of Arc?

Closely Related To Ty3/gypsy Retrotransposons 



Fig 1B: How are Arc capsids structured?

Arc capsids showing the double-layered capsid shell

Overexpressed 
rat Arc (prArc)



Fig 1C: What does Arc protein look like?

CA = Capsid 

Deletion of the CTD domain 

MA = Matrix



Fig 1C: What does Arc look like via EM?

prArc and dArc over 
expression have clear 

double shells

Loss of the CA-CTD leads to loss of 
the capsid structure



Fig 1D: How stable are the capsids?

Higher molar concentrations of salt = Higher stability

The prArc capsids are very stable, even in high salt



Fig 2A: Does Arc protein bind mRNA?

RNAase treatment 
did not affect Arc’s 

ability to bind 
mRNA



Fig 2C/D: Does Arc protein bind Arc mRNA?

Arc mRNA selectively immunoprecipitates 
with Arc protein



Fig 2E: Is RNA necessary to assemble Arc capsids?



Fig 3A-B: Is Arc released from cells in extracellular vesicles?

Yes Arc is found outside the cell in EVs!

HEK cells



Fig 3D: Is Arc released from NEURONS in extracellular vesicles?

Yes Arc is found outside NEURONS in EVs!



Fig 3C: When these vesicles are released are they degraded?

NO! Arc mRNA is stable outside cells!



Fig 4A: Can Arc extracellular vesicles transfer protein and mRNA to recipient HEK cells?

Yes! Both Arc Protein and mRNA can be transferred to recipient HEK cells!



Yes, observed uptake of Arc protein into KO neurons

Figure 4B : Can Arc protein be in knockout NEURONS?



Fig 5B : Can Arc capsids transfer Arc mRNA into NEURONS?

Showed high levels of transferred Arc mRNA 



Fig 5C : Was capsid formation required to be taken in by NEURONS?   

Yes! Capsid formation is required for uptake and transfer of mRNA into neurons



Fig 5D : How did capsid formation effect mRNA uptake into NEURONS? 

prArc(RNA-) was unable to be taken up, instead coated the outside of neurons



Fig 6B : Can Arc transfer mRNA into knockout extracellular vesicles?

Arc mRNA in WT EVs was transferred into KO neurons



Fig 7A : Is transition occurring after Arc capsids & mRNAs are transferred to NEURONS?

Yes! Once the mRNA is transferred the Arc mRNA message can be translated into a 
protein in the NEURON



Fig 7B : Is translation occurring after EVs with Arc mRNAs are transferred to NEURONS?

Yes! Arc mRNA can be transferred and translated via EVs in NEURONS



Summary of Paper and Images

Arc contains Gag proteins and is found in most eukaryotes 

Arc forms capsids, a double-layer shell

Arc is able to store and transfer mRNA

Arc mRNA can signal between all types of cells



What are applications of this discovery?

Utilizing this “naturally occurring mechanism of RNA transfer, we believe 
that this pathway may allow new means of genetic engineering or RNA 
delivery into cells”.



What questions need answered?

What cellular factors affect capsid biogenesis and packing?
What other cargo do these capsids contain?
What are the docking mechanisms for these capsids?



Additional information
https://www.biostat.wisc.edu/bmi576/syllabus.html

- Sequence alignment and HMM
https://www.biostat.wisc.edu/bmi776/

- Motif discovery 
Profile HMM 

- Biological Sequence Analysis: Probabilistic Models of Proteins 
and Nucleic Acids, Chapter 5

https://www.biostat.wisc.edu/bmi576/syllabus.html
https://www.biostat.wisc.edu/bmi776/


Questions?
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